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Samsung SHAPE™ 
Wireless Audio Hub

Connect your system 
with the SHAPE™ Hub

The Hub                                                                                                                             
The Hub, a small stand alone box,  works with the app to allow you to  
connect multiple speakers into a multi room system.  By simply plugging the 
hub into your router and connecting via the app, you can connect, group & 
control your speakers to customize your music to fit your life.*
*Hub Sold Separately.

The SHAPE™ Wire-
less Audio System

Shape your Music                                                                                                                        
Samsung SHAPE Wireless Audio System lets you integrate music around 
how you live.  Whether it’s a single speaker in one room, or a multi room 
system in two rooms or every room in your home, it’s never been easier to 
immerse yourself in your favorite sounds.

One hub to connect 
it all

One hub to connect it all
One hub to connect it all  To connect all your speakers throughout your 
home, all that’s needed is one easy-to-use hub.  You can play all your 
favorite tracks wirelessly and use all your favorite online music streaming 
services. The hub also gives you different modes of listening including Zone 
Play and Party Play, letting you play tunes simultaneously on all speakers 
across your home or just in one room.  All you need is one hub to bring your 
speakers, devices and music together.

Multi Room System Add more speakers 
and a Hub to create a 
multi room system

Sound Throughout the Home                                                                                                                 
When you add more speakers and a Hub, the SHAPE multi room system 
really comes to life.  It’s a plug & play system, where you can add speakers 
throughout your home, and take complete control of your music.
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Zone Play/ 
Party Play

Multiple play modes 
lets you shape your 
experience

One System, Many Options                                                                                                               
Using the Hub, app, and multiple speakers, you have incredible flexibility in how 
you choose to play your music. Play one song in one room, different songs from 
different sources in each room, one song across all speakers, or any combina-
tion that fits your mood.  All simply controlled through the app.

Easy Set Up Setting up your system 
is as easy as 1, 2, 3

Quick, Easy Set-up                                                                                                                                 
Unlike yesterday’s complex systems that require wiring your house, complex inte-
gration, or multiple network connections, it’s quick and easy to set up a true multi 
room audio system with SHAPE.  There are just 3 steps:  1. Connect the hub to 
your home router  2. Power the speakers and the hub   3. Download the app
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